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Dear Fellow Investors, Contributors and Supporters, 

Global healthcare is projected to reach $8.7 trillion by 2020, but despite rapid expansion, the healthcare industry is experiencing challenging times, with
rising costs, particularly in the United States, technological and operational inefficiencies, and increasing cyber attacks.

On the other hand, we are also experiencing an exciting time of evolving new technologies and applications, like blockchain, AI and IoT which we believe
will revolutionize the healthcare industry.

For awhile, we have been searching for answers on how to improve human health and longevity, deliver a superior healthcare experience for both patients
and providers, and give people full control over their personal health data, where they can securely access their medical records anywhere in the world
and easily monetize on it.

We believe that bringing emerging technologies, like blockchain, AI and IoT is an ideal solution for improving many healthcare industry inefficiencies.
Blockchain can accommodate the recording of all transaction life cycle events, verify patient identification, assure accurate payments, foster easier and
faster access to accurate information. Blockchain combined with AI and IoT, will create powerful new paradigm for disease detection, diagnosis and
treatment.

That is the reason we are building Gainfy, - the tech company which is changing healthcare industry through the use of Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence
and Internet of Things offering the global community convenient access to upto 20 min of free digital medical care, identity and data protection, incentives
and rewards, digital and crypto payments, and the ability to own and monetize anonymized clinical data.

We recognize that there is no easy path ahead but we find tremendous energy in the many challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. We believe we
have a window of opportunity to create a real value for all our customers, and by doing so, position Gainfy as a market leader. Our goal is to move quickly,
deploy our platform to solidify and extend our customer base, form new partnerships and pursue the offering of enterprise solution.

We are all excited about what we want to do. We are all grateful to each and every member of our community for believing in our vision, to our investors
for your support and trust, and to each other for our dedication, passion and hard work.

Sincerely,

Victoria Saucier
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Gainfy Foundation



DISCLAIMER: This whitepaper has been prepared to assist interested parties in making their own evaluation of the Gainfy Foundation (“Gainfy”,
the “Company”), with respect to participated future performance of the Company. The Company does not guarantee the accuracy of the
conclusions and statements reached in this whitepaper. Moreover, this whitepaper is provided “as is” with no representations and warranties—
express or implied—whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title or
noninfringement; (ii) that the contents of this whitepaper are free from error or suitable for any purpose; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe
third-party rights. All warranties are expressly disclaimed Gainfy and its affiliates expressly disclaim all liability for damages of any kind (direct or
indirect, including loss of profit) arising out of the use of, reference to, or reliance on any information contained in this whitepaper, even if advised
of the possibility of such damages. Under no circumstance will Gainfy or its affiliates be liable to any person, entity, partner, partner’s customer,
or end-user for any consequential, incidental, direct, indirect, special or punitive damages, including without limitation damages for lost profits,
lost revenues, lost business, or loss of use of products, whether or not Gainfy advised in this whitepaper or any of the content contained herein,
that such damages will or may occur, and whether such damages are claimed based on breach of contract, negligence, strict liability in tort or
any other legal or equitable theory. No action, regardless of form, arising out of this whitepaper may be brought against Gainfy. This material is
provided by the Company for informational purposes only, and is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or other financial
instruments. The information contained in this whitepaper is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may
not be used, published or redistributed without prior written consent.

For more information visit us at http://www.gainfy.com/or email legal@gainfy.com
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About Us
Our platform and our vision for the new era of healthcare
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GainfyCare™ - HIPAA-compliant messaging, audio and video platform for upto 20 min of free 
digital urgent care or second medical opinion, access and sharing of medical records, lab orders, 
identity verification, and tokenized incentive rewards.

GainfyDoc™ - HIPAA-compliant platform for storage, management, expiring credentials alerts 
and sharing of Providers’ documents and medical credentials, eliminating paperwork, staying 
compliant and building trust and transparency with Consumers. 

GainfyPay™ - Secure platform and solution for digital and crypto payments designed for a 
effortless processing of transactions of fiat and digital currency.

GainfyMarketplace™ - Platform for Users to earn and redeem GAINCASH tokens by selling 
and purchasing products and services, such as: anonymized clinical data, insurance discounts,       
e-commerce, pharmacies, health brands, affiliated Apps/partners, device manufactures, financial 
services, medical device, and more. 

GainfyEnterprise™ - Intelligent automation and workflow platform for Enterprise improving 
operations, care delivery, customer outcomes and lowering costs.

| 

GAINFY

Gainfy is a tech company which is changing the healthcare industry through the use of Blockchain, Artificial
Intelligence and Internet of Things offering Consumers and Enterprise HIPAA compliant Platform for upto 20
min of free digital urgent care or second medical opinion; identity and credentials verification; data protection;
tokens incentives and rewards; digital and crypto payments; and monetization of anonymized clinical data.

Gainfy mobile and web Healthcare Consumer and Enterprise Platform comprised of the following subset of
features:

| 

| 

| 

| 

About Us| 
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Consumer

• Receive upto 20 min of free digital
“urgent” care or “second medical
opinion” consultation via text,
audio or telemedicine on
GainfyCare™

• Verify identity and protect their
health data

• Earn tokenized rewards for various
activities, including connecting
devices and sharing data

• Redeem rewards for products and
services on GainfyMarketplace™

• Access, control and monetize their
medical records

Providers

• Verify identity and credentials, stay compliant
with GainfyDoc™ alerts on expiring
credentials, never miss a deadline, share
credentials with Consumers and trusted
administrators

• Connect with consumers, providing better
consumer outcomes and improved ROI

• Offer products and services on
GainfyMarketplace™

• Earn and redeem tokenized rewards for
various activities

• Use efficient tools to manage their practice,
secure data, reduce costs and increased
revenue with instant pay for their services

Payers

• Increased interoperability and
security

• Multiple Providers management
within the organization

• Repository of clinical and
behavioral data

• Value-based care and
incentivized patient engagement
and consumer loyalty program
GainfyEnterprise™

Vision

Gainfy aims to use emerging technologies like Blockchain, AI and IoT to help people around the world live
healthier lives by offering free access to digital urgent care, second medical opinion and ability to control
and monetize their health data; and providing platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solution to Healthcare
Stakeholders to help them increase consumer engagement, improve clinical outcomes and lower
healthcare costs.
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Gainfy is building new era of healthcare by delivering platform
of free services to global community and introducing the GAIN
token, which will fuel the Gainfy Network ecosystem through
incentivized rewards, creating a new economy and incentive
structure for all participants:

• Trading value
• Potential Future Earning
• Invest in Innovation
• Access to network resources

8GAINFY  IA new era of Healthcare: Talk to a doctor for free. Own your data. Get paid to stay healthy.

Why
GAIN? 

Industry analysts and leaders predict that 25% ($20 trillion) of the
existing global equity market of $80 trillion will be security tokens in
the next 3 to 5 years, driven primarily by the massive influx of
institutional capital.

Gainfy Foundation is leveraging the benefits of both types of tokens
(utility and security) by creating a two-token structure whereby the
tokens will be linked in a way that enables token holders to:

• Capitalize on the projected growth and higher liquidity premiums
• Reduce regulatory risk with compliant nature of “Security token”
• Participate in the growth of the Gainfy ecosystem

Why investors prefer 
GAIN token



*

GAIN Offering Terms| 

Symbol

GAIN
Platform

ERC 223
Type of Offering* 

Debt Instrument 
(Reg. D/S) 

Token Supply

500,000,000 

General Offering   

Sept 24-30 ----15% bonus 
Oct 1-7  ------- 10% bonus 
Oct 8-Nov 16 - 1% bonus 

General Offering 
Begins

Sep 24th, 2018 

Accepted Currencies  

ETH, BTC, USD 

General Offering 

 Min  - $100 USD  
Max - $100,000 USD

Type of Token** 

Security Token
Restrictions*** 

1 year or 40 days

Tokens Offered for 
Subscription 

200,000,000 

  Private Offering 
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Soft Cap 

$25,000,000 USD

Private Offering 

PRIVATE Security Token  Offering   NOW

1 GAIN = $0.50 USD 
Min  - $10.000 USD  

Before Sep 24 - 

By Invitation 

1  GAIN  = $0.50    USD  

PUBLIC  STO Begins September 24th, 2018



Gainfy aims to use decentralized technologies like Blockchain, AI and IoT to
improve human health, increase longevity and provide platform-as-a-service
(PaaS) solution to healthcare stakeholders by increasing consumer engagement,
improving clinical outcomes, and lowering healthcare costs. To achieve these
goals, Gainfy utilizes a multi-token and rewards economic model.

The (”GAIN”) Token is an ERC223 digital security token issued by Gainfy
Foundation as a non-cash assets that will be used to satisfy the obligations under
Debt Instruments as part of capital financing pursuant to the exception as
permitted by Rule 506 (c) of Regulation D, for the purpose of expanding company
business operations, development of blockchain platform and securing strategic
partnerships.

The (“GAINCASH”) Token is a stable utility token, pegged to $1 USD, and will
NOT be used for capital financing. It will be a utility token that can be only used
on Gainfy Platform as a form of payment for services offered on GainfyCare™,
GainfyDoc™ and/or redeemed on GainfyMarketplace™ in a similar fashion to
frequent flier miles or other loyalty program point systems.

Consumers will also earn (“POINTS”) as a reward for completing various
activities, such as connecting their IoT devices, sharing data, being active on the
platform, etc. Consumers will then be able to convert POINTS to GAINCASH at
the set conversion rate.

| Token Structure, Distribution and Allocation

40%	
Offered	
for	Sale

30%	
Reserve	
Fund

30%	Gainfy	
Foundation

GAIN Token Allocation
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Funds Distribution
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GAIN Token Structure and Platform Economics| 



Market
Blockchain, AI and IoT overview, healthcare industry problems
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The Blockchain, AI and IoT

In simple words, Blockchain is a distributed
database where untrusted parties come to an
agreement on the state of the database without
using a middleman.

Blockchain, AI and IoT address several existing pain
points and enable healthcare system to be more
efficient, immutable, disinter-mediated and secure.

Emerging technologies will give users a faster,
better access to healthcare and their medical
records, and have control over how their data is
accessed and by whom, and chance to monetize
anonymized clinical data.

This could help increase consumer safety while also
giving an opportunity to consumers to monetize on
their clinical data.

| 
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WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
WHY EVERYONE IS JUMPING ON THE HYPE CYCLE? 



The US healthcare is a large and massively inefficient $3.35 trillion market, and growing. Despite of rapid expansion the healthcare
industry is experiencing challenging times, with the rising costs, operational challenges and increasing cyber attacks.

The national average time to get in to see a doctor is 3 weeks. If a patient can’t open the door, he or she can’t get care. There are also
a lots of impediments with health insurance coverage and cost; the nature of the provider; and physical or psychosocial distance.
Talking to a doctor shouldn’t be a problem and shouldn't depend on a patient’s financial circumstances. Gainfy is solving this problem by
providing 20 min of free access to medical opinion and rewarding patients to consult a doctor.

Healthcare industry is complex, bringing together patients, payers, providers, regulators and pharmaceutical companies. Involving so
many different parties also means interaction between many different types of software applications and record keeping methods, from
Excel sheets to emails to paper printouts.
Critical information is often scattered across multiple facilities and systems, and sometimes it isn’t accessible when it is needed most—
a situation that plays out every day around the U.S., costing money and sometimes even lives.
When patients get medical treatment or a procedure, they have no control over their medical record keeping and accessibility of
information. Therefore, when they change their primary care provider or if something goes wrong and they need immediate access to
their medical records, in most cases it will take extended period of time and paperwork to achieve needed results.

On top of all existing complexities, the healthcare industry has been plagued by security breaches and it does not seem to be getting
better. Security of medical records is still of highest concern and one that seems to be experiencing increasing bumps in the road. It is
becoming clear that blockchain technology is a viable solution to more efficient and secure healthcare interoperability.

Security and reliability challenges

Access to care and high cost challenges

Medical records keeping methods challenges
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I The Problem – Global Healthcare Crisis 



The EMR market is a $28 billion-dollar industry. 1 The trade in anonymized medical data is allowed under U.S. rules. Prescription records,
blood tests, doctor notes, hospital visits and insurance records are all sold to commercial companies, which gather years of health
information on hundreds of millions of people. These companies remove patient names but may include age, gender, partial ZIP codes and
doctor names.
The big health data bazaar emerged from an industry created to help big pharmaceutical companies sell more drugs. For example, detailed
reports help their salespeople target pitches to individual doctors based on what drugs they prescribe. Both clinicians and administrative
leaders are hungry for data to make decisions and guide their treatment planning.
The growth of the big heath data bazaar comes at a time that very few patients have access to their own comprehensive records for their
own care, despite billions of dollars of U.S. government spending to encourage the adoption of electronic medical records. 2

In 2014, nearly 9 million patient health records were breached in 164 reported incidents. By March 2015, that number had increased tenfold.
In fact, it is estimated that one in three health records were compromised during 2016 alone.3
As medical identity theft continues to rise, so does its impact on the healthcare industry and patients. The fiscal impact of medical identity
theft is considerable, generating losses to the health industry of more than $30 billion each year. However, patients also sustain financial
consequences of fraud, having to pay an average of $13,500 to resolve these issues.4

1.https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/12/04/1219796/0/en/The-28-Billion-EMR-Market-2017-2021-Electronic-Medical-Records-in-an-Era-of-Disruption.html

2.http://time.com/4588104/medical-data-industry/

3.http://www.information-age.com/technology/security/123461306/healthcar-fraud-five-step-plan-diagnosis-and-treatment

4.Medical Identity Fraud Alliance. Fifth Annual Study on Medical Identity Theft, February 2015.

Patients have no control over their medical records (EMR)

Medical identity theft, privacy and fraud challenges
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What We Bring
Our solution, competitive advantage, go-to-market strategy
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Other companies pursuing telehealth medical 
advice, identity verification and EMR solutions 
are usually focus on a single vertical of 
medical specialty and don’t employ advance 
technological solution offering one-stop 
destination for all services. 

Current competitors lack the advantages of 
strong industry infrastructure and well 
designed AI and Blockchain technological 
solution that brings cost reduction, scalability, 
gamification incentives, data monetization, 
crypto payment capabilities, and data integrity. 

What We Bring | 

17GAINFY  I
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Big Data Analytics

Blockchain Technology

Artificial Intelligence
Internet of Things

HIPAA Compliance
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GainfyCare™ - HIPAA-compliant messaging and video platform for medical opinion, access and 
sharing of medical records, lab orders, identity verification, tokenized incentive rewards

GainfyDoc™ - HIPAA-compliant platform for storage, management, expiring credentials alerts 
and sharing of Providers documents and medical credentials, eliminating paperwork and staying 
compliant. 

GainfyPay™ - Secure platform and solution for digital and crypto payments designed for a 
effortless processing of transactions of fiat and digital currency.

GainfyMarketplace™ - - Platform for Users to earn and redeem GAINCASH tokens by selling 
and purchasing products and services, such as: anonymized clinical data, insurance discounts,       
e-commerce, pharmacies, health brands vendors, affiliate Apps/partners, device manufactures, 
financial services, medical device, and more. 

GainfyEnterprise™ - Intelligent automation and workflow platform for Enterprise improving 
operations, care delivery, customer outcomes and lowering costs.

| 

Consumer and Enterprise HIPAA compliant healthcare platform powered by blockchain, AI and IoT where everyone can talk
to a doctor for free, own their data and get paid to stay healthy.

Gainfy mobile and web Healthcare Consumer and Enterprise Platform comprised of the following subset of features:

| 

| 

| 

| 

Solution
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| Consumer Benefits

• Fast access to care worldwide: receive medical treatment from pre-validated US licensed
medical providers via text, audio or video call (upto 20 min of FREE call, pay with GAIN
token afterwards)

• Ownership of medical data: immediate access and full control over personal EMR
• Gamification and monetization: earn and redeem rewards for sharing data from connected

devices, sell anonymized clinical data to network participants
• Security: security breach protection of medical or financial information

| Provider Benefits

• Efficient tools to manage practice: positive consumer care outcomes and better ROI
• Additional revenue: improved revenue cycle, reduce costs
• Blockchain virtual ledger: patient data accessible from anywhere
• Access to clinical data: buy anonymized clinical data directly from network participants

| Payer Benefits

• Patient identity authentication: assurance that the proper patient is treated
• Blockchain immutability: audits facilitation and better fraud detection
• Blockchain virtual ledger: reduce administrative overhead
• Access to clinical data: buy anonymized clinical data directly from network participants

| Social Benefits

• Population-based de-identified patient data: promotes research breakthroughs
• Drug Development: better quality, faster deployment to the market

I Who Benefits?

3 GAINFY  I
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And how it stacks up against the competition. 

In contrast to others, Gainfy Network and Blockchain platform, developed by Gainfy Technology is uniquely positioned to lead the 
industry across the following three quadrants: Patient data, PaaS (Platform as a Service) and Token model. 

I Competitive Advantage 

20GAINFY  I
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Partner with Enterprise 
Stakeholders looking to 
increase consumer 
engagement, improving 
clinical outcomes, and 
lowering healthcare costs

Deploy GainfyCare™ 
and GainfyEnterprise™ 
to increase human 
longevity and 
consumer engagement 

Growing 
GainfyMarketplace™
for products and services 
redemption and data 
sharing 

I Go-To-Market Strategy
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How It Works
Flow, token economy
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How It Works –

GainfyCare™ | GainfyPay ™ | GainfyDoc™ | GainfyMarketplace™ 

| 

1. Providers verify their credential via
GainfyDoc™.

2. Consumer logs in to GainfyCare™ for medical
advice and access to medical records.

3. AI interacts with Consumer to determine
which Provider to route.

4. Provider talks with Consumer and creates
records of medical history, creating data flow.

5. Consumer - receives upto 20 min of FREE
medical consultation* via text, audio or video
chat.

6. Provider - gets paid for providing medical
consultation service.

* There is no cost for the first 20 min of each consultation. Consumer has to pay with GAIN for extension of time.

Both Consumer and Provider receive token 
rewards at GainfyPay™ for their activities on 
the platform and from their connected 
devices.

All Users can earn and redeem tokens at  
the GainfyMarketplace™ by buying and 
selling anonymized clinical data, products 
and services.

| 

| 
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GainfyEnterprise™ | 

GainfyEnterprise™ is our proprietary 
blockchain and AI platform that 
streamlines lifecycle management for 
healthcare institutions and their family 
of providers.
Bringing together Cloud Foundry and 
Kubernetes technologies, our platform 
facilitates data democratization with 
deep machine learning (AI) to improve 
medical care responsiveness, 
accelerate innovation, provides 
massive value add, reduce costs of 
operations and provide best-practices 
for security, reliability, and 
performance.

24GAINFY  I
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Consumers Providers Payers

Pay with
GAINCASH

• For Medical Consultation beyond first
FREE 20 min

• Products offered by Providers
• Services offered by Providers

• Identity and credentials verification
• Access to GainfyDoc™
• Access to GainfyEnterprise™
• Purchasing anonymized data from

Consumers
• Marketing and Advertisements

• Access to GainfyDoc™
• Access to GainfyEnterprise™
• Purchasing anonymized data from

Consumers
• Marketing and Advertisements
• Medical Trial enrollments

Earn 
GAINCASH

• Requesting medical advice via
GainfyCare™

• Various activities on the GainfyCare™
• Sharing data with network participants
• Enrolling in Medical Trials

• Providing Services
• Selling Products on Gainfy

Marketplace™
• Providing clinical summary of the

completed consultation via
GainfyCare™

Redeem 
GAINCASH 

• Products and services (Insurance
Discounts, E-commerce Companies,
Pharmacies, Health Brands, Affiliate
Apps/Partners, Device Manufactures,
Financial Services)

• GAIN

• Products and services (Insurance
Discounts, E-commerce Companies,
Pharmacies, Health Brands, Affiliate
Apps/Partners, Device Manufactures,
Financial Services)

• GAIN

Token Economics| 
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Business Model
Revenue streams, our core values and high standards
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GainfyCare™ - Provider and Payer fees for software implementation and customization, membership fee per each 
Provider user. Fees from services such as pharmacy orders, partnerships, trials, data sharing.

GainfyDoc™ - Provider fees for access to training, identity and credentials verification and management.

GainfyPay™ - Transaction fee on each transfer of funds and payments.

GainfyMarketplace™ - Transaction fee on each each reward redemption

GainfyEnterprise™ - Payer fees for software implementation and customization, membership fee per each Provider 
user.

Advertising and Sponsor fees

|

We started Gainfy to resolve many issues currently faced by the healthcare industry, create successful platform and profitable enterprise.

We believe in the future of blockchain, AI and IoT, and we are on a mission to tackle the power of these emerging technologies and solve
many pain points of current healthcare system, support innovation and strengthen value and demand for GAIN.

Gainfy numerous revenue streams:

Business Model|
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Our Values

We strive to foster an ethical 
company culture by continuously 
asking the key question, “Do our 

actions reflect our values of 
Innovation, Collaboration, 
Courage, Integrity, Trust, 

Accountability and Commitment?” 

Ethics

We believe that everyone should 
have free access to trusted, data-
driven and unbiased facts when 

making healthcare decisions. Our 
values and ethics guide us in our 

day-to-day decisions and 
interactions with everyone 

involved and with whom we do 
business. 

High Standards

We are committed to high 
standards of business ethics, full 
transparency and complying with 

all applicable laws, rules and 
regulations, and to using 

blockchain innovative technology 
to protect our user’s personal and 

health information. 

| Gainfy Values, Ethics and High Standards
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Technology Architecture
Framework, use case, our approach, security, HIPAA, architecture
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Gainfy blockchain-based architecture presents a scalable, flexible and extensible platform. Which will
operate on 5 pillars:

1. Intelligent automation and Workflow Software Application Delivery
2. Decentralized Services
3. Token
4. Rewards Ecosystem
5. Cloud Native Platform

Gainfy platform architecture is designed based on these following core principles:

1. Event-driven service-based integration of individual services into one unified patient-provider-payer ecosystem.
2. Speed matters, but so does ease of user experience. Event-driven architecture will allow construct fast, responsive systems, and

provide support for alternate modes of operation.
3. Expose high-level abstractions of the foundational elements of distributed applications in a powerful, well-understood programming

environment to simplify development of extensions, adapters and applications.
4. All transactions will be secured with state-of-the art cryptography, and blockchain integrity will be protected by CPU-efficient, ASIC-

resistant proof of stake allowing transactions to be executed with speed. Our unique model will offer healthcare providers and patients
alternative and secure mode of payment(s) to overcome restrictions of the current insurance payments.

GAINFY takes advantage of the digital and verifiable nature of the blockchain to solve the fragmentation of the healthcare market and the
marginalization of healthcare industry players and consumers. Blockchain smart contracts are ideal for recording and facilitating the exchange
of value, goods, services, and private clinical data. Putting healthcare data and transactions on blockchain smart contracts will also increase
the speed of service and save companies hundreds of thousands in reduced paperwork.

Gainfy proprietary application delivery and enterprise blockchain PaaS built on Cloud Foundry and Kubernetes technologies coupled with deep
learning AI and IoT technologies gives control and data privacy back to the consumer and facilitates data democratization, reduces provider
discovery times, improves medical care responsiveness, enhances productivity in patient-physician interaction, accelerates innovation and
avoidance of unnecessary readmissions, improves operational efficiencies streamlining lifecycle management for healthcare institution, and
achieves better overall TCO for delivery of care.

I Technology Framework
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1. Improve data access and visibility of information where multiple apps simultaneously interact with all transactions of information
stored in the ledger

2. Instant verification of user ID’s, provider credentials and certifications, products and prescriptions, e.g., determining if a medical drug
is branded or generic, expiration date, lab-tested, amounts of the active ingredient, etc.

3. Facilitates data democratization creating comprehensive electronic healthcare record for all: patients and other authorized users use
private digital keys to give access to physicians and insurers to ensure data security

4. Insurance claims processing, automation of information collection and processes through smart contracts, reducing fraud and
lowering overall cost

5. Instant patient-to-provider transactions across the globe

6. Transparent logistics and medical supply chain: track and trace activity logs, transfers, permissions, safety concerns (i.e. who
handles, expiration of perishable items), change orders, receipts, shipment notifications, or other trade-related documents as needed

7. Document sharing: contracts accompany labs purchase orders: as conditions change, rule changes, or availability changes, so the
contract can be automatically adjusted, linking medical records to serial numbers and physical goods to smart devices and digital
tags like RFID, etc.

8. Use well-defined and well-managed services to encapsulate functionality, isolate sensitive data, enable responsive and efficient
scaling, and provide a framework for future improvements

I Gainfy Smart Contract Use Cases Across Different Verticals
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The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) governs how U.S. healthcare providers handle sensitive patient
data. Accordingly, healthcare organizations must follow many compliance regulations when adopting blockchain.

Blockchain combined with dynamic de-identification protocol and powered by a distributed P2P network is the safest way to preserve
and defend against security breach attacks that all centrally-held databases, no matter how secure, are susceptible to. Traditional
EMR systems, despite being HIPAA-compliant, are no exception to such exposure.

Gainfy’s HIPAA-compliant dynamic de-identification protocol will partition data based on levels of access needed for different parties,
times, reasons, and locations, only on-the-need-to-know basis. By deploying non-mathematically derived dynamically anonymous
identifiers, Gainfy’s blockchain will also overcome enabled distributed privacy control.

Gainfy technology immutability of data and line of defense

1. The first line of defense is offered by zero-knowledge encryption itself. It is easier to defend data integrity when a potential
attacker is not aware of the all the sections of encrypted records.

2. The second line is driven by redundant storage nodes and saved medical data checksums on patient devices support
immutability. If anything is changed, the consumer will know.

3. The final line of defense is to find out which node was changed. All storage nodes would provide cryptographic proofs to patients,
by writing hashes in the Hyperledger / Ethereum blockchain. Consumers would be able to independently verify that the provided
proof was really there with a blockchain receipt. That way, if the checksum verification fails, the compromised storage node can
be easily identified and replaced. To reduce the number of hashes, aggregation into a Merkle tree will be used. Consumers
receive a blockchain receipt which they can use to independently verify the blockchain proof.

I Gainfy Technology Security and HIPAA Compliance
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What’s Next
Path ahead and roadmap 
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Short-Term goals over the next 12 months. 

User Acquisition Strategy 

Community Expansion 
Grow a presence amongst heavy crypto communities like Medium, Reddit, Telegram, 
Facebook, and Twitter—as well as work with crypto-targeted ad networks for building 
awareness. 

Referral Programs 
Gainfy’s clients and supporters can participate in special referral programs that
reward efforts to attract new clients.

Strategic Partnerships
Strategic partnerships with healthcare stake holders, marketing firms, exchanges and
many other third-parties are very important aspect of our business model.

Path Ahead| 

Technology Development
Implementing automated solutions for on-boarding and platform performance is
Gainfy’s top priority. At the moment, Gainfy has been working on developing MVP.

|
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3Q’18 

Begin 
Presale and 
Token Sale 

4Q’18 

Complete Token 
Sale and begin 
implementing 

platform 
development.

Airdrop campaign 
to increase 

network 
distribution

1Q’20 

Beta Platform   
Launch & testing –

GainfyCare™, 
GainfyDoc™, 
GainfyPay™, 

GainfyMarketplace™

4Q’20 

Expansion and 
continuation of 

developing 
strategic 

partnerships and 
increasing 

database pool. 

2Q’20 

Platform               
Launch & Provider 

database integration –
GainfyCare™, 
GainfyPay™, 

GainfyMarketplace™

3Q’20

New and existing 
database integration

Finalize strategic 
partnerships with 

Healthcare Institutional 
Partners

I Roadmap

3Q’19 

Beta Platform   
Launch & testing –

GainfyEnterprise™

List Gain token on 
available security 

exchanges
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The Team
Core team and advisors 
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Healthcare Innovation 
Strategy Advisor, EVP & 
Chief Strategy Officer at 
Mylan N.V. (NASDAQ: MYL)

Healthcare Alliance Advisor, 
Chief Executive Officer at 
Cascade Comprehensive Care 
(CCC) & Cascade Health 
Alliance (CHA)

Healthcare Operations Advisor, 
Chief Executive Officer at Cancer 
Genetics, Inc., (NASDAQ: CGIX), 
Chairman of the Board and 
incoming President-elect of the 
Drug Information Association (DIA)

Marketing Strategy Advisor, President 
of West Digital Communications, Inc, 
(Nasdaq: WSTC), Former Co-Founder 
& Ceo of Happtique & Founder of 
Stream57 & Former Global head of 
Streaming at InterCall

Chief Executive 
Officer

Chief Technology 
Architect

Chief Product
Architect

Financial 
Controller

Blockchain Advisor, Chairman 
of Eastern Caribbean 
Blockchain Association, Chief 
Executive Officer and a board 
member of Net Element 
(NASDAQ: NETE)

|
Victoria Saucier Dean Karakitsos Dave Singh Anastasia Galichanina

Adele GulfoJay Roberts Tayo Akins Oleg Firer Ben Chodor

|| |

I Executive Team and Advisors
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Financial Architecture Advisor, 
Chief Information Officer, 
Lending Platforms at IBM

International Law Advisor, Partner at O'Neill 
and Company, and int’l legal advisory, 
Chairman at Teocom Ltd., Chief Executive 
Officer at Fastnet Broadband Ltd., 
Executive Chairman at QoS Networks Ltd.

Corporate Tax Strategy 
Advisor, Partner, KBL, LLP

Strategic Partnerships Advisor, 
Former NFL player, Former 
President of Sales, Solectron 
Force Computers

Technology and Regulatory 
Compliance Law Advisor, 
Pepper Hamilton 

Daniel O’NeillBrian McConnell Richard Levychin Niraj Patel John Levonick
Strategy & Finance Advisor, 
CEO of Fortium Advisors, 
Former Head of Investment 
Banking KPMG and Bank of 
Greece

Haris Stamoulis

https://www.linkedin.com/in/victoriasaucier/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sakiskarakitsos/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/galichanina/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dave-singh-a86419137/


I Executive Team

Victoria Saucier
Chief Executive Officer

Victoria Saucier is a blockchain entrepreneur and
investor. She is a founding partner at Ignite 500,
an investments group with a diversified portfolio of
technology, media and healthcare companies.

Victoria has over 20 years of experience in
business development and capital investments
and have lead several companies through various
stages of growth, from inception to a successful
exit.

She is big advocate of investing into companies
with groundbreaking technologies, which excel
innovation and have a real impact on this world.

And that led her to invest and start Gainfy, a tech
company which is changing healthcare industry
through the use of Blockchain, AI and IoT to
deliver Consumers and Enterprise HIPAA
compliant platform for no-cost medical
consultation, identity verification and data
protection, digital and crypto payments,
incentivized reward system and ability to manage
and monetized medical data.

Because of her leading work in this space, she
represented the US Delegation at the Global
Entrepreneur Summit in India and the Women’s
Economic Empowerment Global Summit in UAE
in 2017.

Victoria is a public speaker, mentor and serves on
numerous advisory boards. Born in Ukraine and
fluent in four languages, Ms. Saucier earned
graduate degree in linguistics, undergraduate in
clinical medicine, business and economics.

Dean Karakitsos
Chief Product Architect

Dean “Sakis” Karakitsos is a visionary innovator in
disruptive technology development and business
management with more than 20 years of
experience bringing an industry-changing approach
to designing and launching dynamic new
technology products.
Dean is an advisor to multiple ICOs in different
verticals. He is one of the Top 20 People of
Blockchain in ICOBench. Companies advised
raised over $150M, with most of them still running.

He is the founder of Bloqchain Science that builds
secure decentralized systems using blockchain
technology for identity solutions, tokenization-of-
things (ToT), on-chain/off-chain payment solutions,
streaming money, security and audits of smart
contracts. Also Dean is a co-founder
of Qrypton.io a decentralized private index fund
that accelerates the flow of capital into the digital
economy and plays a role in mainstream adoption
of blockchain.

In telecoms, he has signed more than 100
interconnection agreements with carriers around
the globe and managed a streaming voice traffic of
over one billion of voice minutes in exotic
destinations.

For three consecutive years he has been listed in
INC 500 fastest-growing private companies in the
United States. Owns multiple patents on Market
Data Visualization -patent owner of the vertical
ticker-, Voice over IP and Fixed Mobile
Convergence while he developed with his team the
openh323 gatekeeper protocol.

Dave Singh
Chief Technology Architect

Dave Singh is the Former Network Design and Cyber
Security Engineer at Carrollton Medical Clinic.

Leveraging over 10 years of experiences in public,
private and healthcare sectors he has worked on the
design, development and deployment of cyber
security cloud native solutions and automation
across healthcare providers embracing diverse
business challenges with proven leadership in
identifying and eliminating operational discrepancies.

Dave firmly believes that an effective architect is part
of the continuum of all phases of application and
platform architecture, re-platforming, implementation,
delivery and operational services across
heterogeneous IaaS providers including AWS,
Azure, Google Compute Platforms, and VMWare
internally maintaining deep technical and business
knowledge of technology markets, modernization,
directions and trends with demonstrable knowledge
of BOSH, terraform, Concourse CI, Java Spring
Boot, .NET Core, Ubuntu and CoreOS environments.

Today, Dave continues his passion at Gainfy in a
Chief Technology Architect role building platform
architecture with Blockchain technologies and smart
contracts.
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Anastasia Galichanina
Financial Controller

Anastasia Galichanina brings over ten
years of experience in tax, accounting
and financial services including Big
Four CPA experience (Deloitte, PWC)
providing her with uncommon insight
that translates into actionable guidance
for investors.

She graduated with BS in Accounting
and Finance from Montclair State
University and holds a Certified Public
Accountant license.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/victoriasaucier/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sakiskarakitsos/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/galichanina/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dave-singh-a86419137/
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Sale starts on 
September 24th, 2018 

Request Early Access Allocation

New Era of Healthcare

mailto:team@gainfy.com?subject=Token Sale Inquiry
mailto:team@gainfy.com?subject=Token Sale Inquiry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewYork
https://t.me/gainfy_chat
https://www.gainfy.com
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